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TO TAKE THE BULL BY THE TAIL
AND FACE THE SITUATION."

"THE TIME HAS COME

--W. C Fields
The Fatal Glass of Beer

Published by the Students of The College of Wooster
Wooster, Ohio, Friday, April 28, 1967

Volume LXXXIII

Trustees Suspend Church Requirement
Following Religion Committee Analysis
The special Committee on the
Religious Dimension of the College, under the chairmanship of
Mr. John W. Pocock, made its first
report to the Board of Trustees at
the spring meeting. This report
came after a considerable discussion with student representatives,
which the Committee greatly appreciated. Acting on the recommendations of the Committee, the
Board took the following action:

which any rule for church attendance by freshmen is only one factor. Any final decision on the latter must be a part of an entire
pattern and approach.

"The work of Mr. Pocock's committee during the coming year
will involve all on the campus who
are interested in the religious dimension of the College. There will
be ample opportunity for confer
ence and discussion. It is a study
1. The present committee shall which can be of prime importance
be enlarged by appointments made to Wooster's future."
by the Chairman of the Board so
as to include recent alumni, representatives of the faculty, students, Westminster Church ; that it H. Frick
be instructed to gather facts, engage in consultation as it deems
Show
necessary, and report its findings
and recommendations to the June
Madonna and Child, a 16th cenmeeting of the Board of Trustees tury painting by Francesco Melzi
in 1968.
(1492-1570is one of 12 paintings from the Helen C. Frick col2. The church attendance rule lection which will
be on display in
for freshmen shall be suspended the Art Center May 2 through
for the second semester of 1966-67- .
May 23. Other painters represented
3. The Administration shall en- in the collection include Lippo
o
force the rule with a liberalized Memmi, Hubert Robert, and
Tintoretto.
interpretation of conscientious objection for the incoming freshmen
Melzi was a favorite pupil of
in 1967 and continue until such Leonardo Da Vinci. He was with
time as the Committee and the Leonardo when he died at Cloux in
Board complete the review of the 1519 and, as sole executor of the
religious dimensions of the Col- master's estate, inherited all of the
lege.
drawings and notebooks.
,

Paintings

Feature Art
),

Ja-cop-

President Lowry in reporting
Board's action said, "The
Board rightly shares the feeling
of Mr. Pocock's committee that
the long-terstudy is the important part of its assignment, of
the

m

Dr. Walter Hovey, former chairman of the Department of Art at
the University of Pittsburgh, will
open the exhibition with a lecture
Tuesday, May 2, at 8:15 p.m. in
the Library Lecture Room.
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:00

Tennis vs. Akron,
Hard Courts
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:00

Golf vs. Awron,
Golf Course

2:30-4:3- 0

MAY 5

Lacrosse, Wooster vs.
Oberlin, Soccer Field

3:30
5:00

All-Colle-

Picnic

ge

Baseball vs. Akron,
Stadium
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Contest,

Super-Athle- te

Wagner Field
Jazz Concert

7:30

9:00-12:3-
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0

0

9:00-- 1
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According to Bob McKnight, who
will present to the Board of Trustees the proposal for increase, if
passed by the students, most of the
increase would go toward social
affairs. The SGA feels that a need
for a more adequate social program could be met by putting

TUB,

Informal
Kenarden Court,
Band

ls.

The main source of SGA income
is its allotment from the activities
fee. The SGA feels that the increase is necessary to prevent
it from being underfunded in

HappeningSpring'

A

Candidates for the six positions
now available in the Congress
are: freshmen Linda Watson, Peter
Harveson, Jaty Marratt, Judy Pier-poand Hank Williams; sophomores Phil Foster, Nancy Thomas,
Chris Senior, Steve Dell and Jim
Stratton; juniors Dick Harris and
Bob McNight. In the fall the incoming freshmen will vote for their
two representatives.
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African Culture
Films In Library
by Johnson Jato

The

YMCA

This latter film had generated a
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Art Exhibit-- Art

Blilding

Robert Craig
Reserved Seats

very

Chapel

-

Tickets available for

Students'

Speaks."

SUNDAY, MAY 7

MAY 6

woo u.," by

International

Committee will show two films on
African culture in the lecture
room of Andrews' Library at 4:20
p.m. on Friday, May 5. The films
are being sponsored because of the
reaction to a previous film, "Africa

2:00

Alumni Registration
Crowning of Queen
Stadium
Pageant: "The
Space Race'- or
"two who flew from

ee

non-votin- g

Queen's Ball

Quintet

y

sub-committ-

the extra money perhaps into
more numerous Big Name Entertainments, more buses to Cleveland and additional movies and
The money could also
support new activities, such as
buses to other campuses offering
unusual events or a concert by the
Cleveland Symphony.
in-forma-

Vice-Preside- nt

Vice-Presidenc-

"The Hills Are
Alive," with the
Roger Lehman

Free Music
Open Sections

SATURDAY,

10:00

At present the SGA receives
only $15 of the fee. Nearly half of
the total goes to Hygeia, while the
Physical Education Department,
the Voice, the Index and the
marching band each receive portions of the remainder.

Informal,

ge

0

10:30

9:30

gressmen and of
of
Educational Affairs. Under the
new provisions of the SGA constitution, the Congress, composed of
two representatives from each
class, will replace the old, unwieldy
Legislature.
While the Educational
Honor Code Amendment
Affairs Committee involves mainly
Also seeking student approval is
a change in name from the Educaan amendment to the Constitution tional Policy Committee, the new
of the Academic Honor Code which
means that the
would substitute two faculty memgroup's head will now be elected
bers for two students on the Acarather than appointed as before.
demic Board. The Board handles
Running unopposed for this ofthe administrative and judicial responsibilities of the Code. It has fice is junior Bill Layman. Serving
the power to investigate and judge on the EPC this year and heading
violations of the Honor Code.
its
on the winter
feels
Layman
the creation of
term,
If approved, the proposal would
office
will
the
make "the committee
make the membership on the
handling
educational
inconcerns
Board consist of four students,
responsive
more
student
to
opinion
member
cluding the
who investigates violations, and than it has been in the past."
two faculty members.
In his platform Layman calls
Jim Young, Chairman of the for the continuance of 399 courses
Academic Board, feels that the dif- and for a student voice in suggesference between faculty and stu- tions for winter term courses. He
dent interpretations of the Code also urges an evaluation of the
has seriously hindered its opera- current Independent Study protion. He supports the change, stat- gram, to determine its strengths
ing that "it would at least bring and weaknesses m each departstudents and faculty together to ment.
talk constructively about the probLayman hopes for a recognized
lem."
procedure for student evaluation
SGA Candidates
The election will determine who of professors appearing before the
will fill the new roles of SGA Con- - tenure committee. Such a method,
which has gained the approval of
the committee, would be the subjective judgment of a professor's
strong and weak points by students
majoring in his department.

Gym

Mike Reed, Gym
9:00-12:0-

the future. McKnight says: "The
SGA provides an overwhelming
majority of social activities and
certainly a majority of all activities, with only 15 percent of the
funds available.

One of the important issues is
the proposal to increase the student
activities fee by $10. This increment, bringing the total to $110,
would go entirely to the SGA.

"The Happening"
with the "Pea-Jaze- ",

Wagner Field
5:30

Activities Fee Increase

Open House

3:00

u

important campus issues and candidates for seven new SGA offices will face
a special election to be held this Monday, May 1. Ballots, which will be disMonday, should be returned later that day to the library. The articles below
each part of the election separate emphasis.)
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Wooster Inn
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(Editor's Note: Two
student evaluation in
tributed after chapel
are intended to give
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Track

Carnival-S- cott
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(through Saturday)

Adivlty Fee fflse, hmm Cde Clamp
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COLOR DAY ACTIVITIES
TUESDAY,

Number 19

3:30-5:3- 0

'

discussion, which
brought .to light some unexpected
facts. First, there was some indication that racial discrimination of
a subtle kind existed on a small
scale among Wooster College students. The interesting aspect of
this discovery was the eagerness of
con4 many students to prevent the
tinuation of the unfortunate prac
tice.
lively

i

Finally the show and the discussion revealed the desire among the
American students to know the

I. S. Reception-- Art

Center

foreign students in Wooster and
1967 Color Day Queen Carol Hackler

(Continued on Page 6)
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On Talent and Tenure

VOICE

LottcrsToTho Editor

To the Editor:
It appears that David Riesman,
the renowned sociologist, knows
Wooster but as the college where
the older people stay . . . and the
young people come and go." If
there is any justice at all in that
observation, it raises disturbing
questions.
The positive thrust of Riesman's
remarks is that many teachers
should and do choose a college
such as Wooster rather than a university. Some do so, I think, because they take seriously the ideal
of "community" involve m e n t
not just in individual and departmental concerns but in the total
life of the institution. But this
means also that they expect not
just to do what they are told but
to have a voice in determining
what is to be done. They are likely
to be unsentimental about policies
that have been around for a long
time; they may lack the "Wooster
spirit ; they refuse to learn the
Love Song. Their value to the col
lege lies precisely in such irrever
ence. But where there seems to be
(in Riesman's words) "an old
guard in control," such people are
more likely to come and go than
to wait in relative powerlessness
until they themselves are granted
tenure.
Riesman's negative points, then
(not negative enough, by the way,
to justify the word "scores" in the
headline), should open certain
questions about the relative power
and security enjoyed by newer
members of the Wooster faculty,
questions dealing not with person
alities, of course, but with struc
ture and procedure. Should the
College move, for instance, imPublished by the students of The College of Wooster during the school
mediately and
to
year. Opinions expressed in editorials and features are those of the students
elective departmental chairmanand should not be construed as representing administration policy.
ships? Should there be places on
This newspaper welcomes signed letters to the editor. Address all corresthe really powerful committees for
pondence to the VOICE, College of Wooster, Wooster, Ohio 44691.
below the rank of associate
Member of the Ohio College Newspaper Association. Entered as second faculty
professor?
class matter in the Post Office, Wooster, Ohio.
Such questions are of concern
RON WIRICK,
both to students and faculty. By
Associate Editors
PAUL LEWIS publishing the excerpts from Pro
GARY HOUSTON
fessor Riesman's speech, the Voice
STEVE AVAKIAN, News Editor
BOB CRANE, Business Manager
ROBB REINKER, Advertising Manager has performed a service to our
DON KENNEDY, Features Editor
College community.
JOHN SCERBA, Photography Editor
JOSH STROUP, Sports Editor
Gunnar Urang
Reporters: Dave Purcell, Tom Miller, Chuck Webb, Jim Young, Cathy Crabtree.
Department of English
Proofreaders'. Sue Gotshall, Juli Sloan, Bebe Balmer, Karen Thomas, Betsy Ridge,

Seldom does Wooster receive the notoriety engendered
by mention in a David Riesman speech; rarer still is any
public discussion of the sacrosanct issue of tenure and
practices. That the two improbabilities should be
joined is perhaps symbolic. In any case the Riesman comments published in last week's Voice question the most basic
assumptions of the College's faculty policies.
Any student on this campus knows that the correlation
between a professor's excellence and either his years of service
or scholarly title is at best extremely tenous. Darwin apparently overlooked or deliberately excluded academia when
he decreed the survival of the fittest. At Wctoster at any rate,
survival implies little else than tenacity and a little luck. There
are some very excellent full professors; there are also an
embarassingly large number of inept ones.
Perhaps this discrepancy is unavoidable. Certainly much
the same complaint could be made at many other "poor insti
tutions." What is particularly irksome to students (not to
mention to the younger professors themselves) is the propagation of intrenched incompetance through the channels of power
available only to tenure personnel.
Mr. Urang in a letter in this issue mentions the two most
important of these privileges: departmental chairmanships
and faculty committee appointments. The idea of elective
chairmanships, in particular, deserves investigation. The attitude of the department head greatly influences a young
professor's future chances at Wooster. This is a great divergence among departments (history and psychology, for example) in the "turnover rate of young people."
It is always dangerous for an outsider to criticize an
institution with which he has had no direct contact. Riesman,
however, has been of great service to the college by raising
an issue which should have been examined long ago. Youth
is certainly no guarantee of academic fitness, but neither is
age. A more rational gauge of faculty personnel could provide the basis to a new type of Darwinism.
con-commita-
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Flaunting historical examples from George III to Lyndon
Baines Johnson, the newly-electeSGA officers are attempting
The $10 increase per student they ask for
o raise taxes.
represents only a small change in the total student activities
fee (now $100), but it would add a substantial increment to
the SGA allotment (which is presently only $15). The re
maining $85 is distributed to various other campus organiza
tions including a massive amount (estimated at $45) for the
activity of Hygeia.
d

The additional $15,000 income for the SGA is probably
one of the wisest investments the students can make.
On a campus in which complaints about the social life
have past the point of being cliches and have almost become
high camp, the increase would mean extra funds for big- name entertainment, dances, and informal social events.

For a college crying for controversy and "meaningful
dialogue," the boost would entail a larger budget for the
Current Affairs Committee, and larger possible allocations
for

Editor-in-Chi-

Outward-Boun-

d

conferences.

And for the sports fans there would be a larger alloca
tion for buses to away football and basketball games.
There can be little doubt of the courage of Jimison and
company in proposing this increase in fees. Hopefully, the
student body will demonstrate on Monday that the wisdom
of the neophyte cabinet is also unquestioned.

booster Eotce

across-the-boar-

Investment

A Wise

d,

ef

Miller On Vietnam

(Editor's Note: This is the first of two installments supplying the factual background to the present
Vietnam conflict.)
by Dr. Frank Miller
Who has not asked this question fall of France in 1940 threw into former positions. The United
in the past year? Scorning the momentary relief the whole ques- States offered only weak and un
caution of angels, a fool may tion of European colonial positions certain and quite ineffective pro
grasp for an answer. And why in Asia and Indochina became an test to the military suppression of
not? Not because knowing how object of ambivalent and quite national revolutionary regimes in
1
1
T
T
I
we got in will show us how to marginal concern to the makers of inaonesia anat inqocnina.
get out. Not to tag as knaves or policy in Washington.
The Viet Minh French war be
heroes the authors of our Vietnam
The rhetoric of our position was gan in December 1946.
policies.
to welcome the termination of
In
Second stage (1947-1950At the level of analysis at- colonialism in Indochina (actually
period
America
there
in
this
was
tempted here, the essential and the special problem of Vichy adnarrowly felt
still
but
growing
a
germane "facts" of the case are ministration in Indochina clouded
outrage
sense
of
about
trench ac
clear and uncomplicated. If there the picture there), as well as in
But
the United
is any trick about it, it lies in per- India, Burma, Indonesia, and Ma- tions in Vietnam.
policy
had
States
its
on the
set
ceiving the successive frames of laya. It looked to the emergence
of
Soviet
of
containment
course
reference within which decisions of independent national states in
were made. If there is any lesson those countries in the immediate power and resistance to Commun
to be learned, it is the argument postwar future. But the opera- ism. The keystone of this policy
policy, the tional preoccupation of American was the NATO alliance in which
for the
caution against
policy was in the making and pre France was a major ally.
The delicacy of confidential re
when only the short sight is
servation of the alliance against
lations
with France in the crucial
Germany and Japan.
NATO
context plus the apparent
The U.S. position in Vietnam
From December 1941 we were
French administration in
of
vigor
may be viewed as evolving through comrades-in-arm- s
of the French,
and the prominence of
Indochina,
deeper
five stages of progressively
as well as of the British and the
w
i
i
mi
involvement. These stages are dis Lmtcn. Inere was mucn more Communist leadership in the Viet
tinguished by rather sharply dif agreement in this company on the Minh, reduced the will and the
ferent general contexts and are determination to deprive the Jap effective opportunity for the Unipunctuated by pivotal events or anese of their conquests than on ted States to intervene in Indo
developments. Ihe American posi the call for a new order of national chinese affairs.
tion in each stage appears to be independence for the peoples of
It should be recalled that the
the natural but not the inevit southern Asia.
United States contributed sub
able outgrowth of its position in
In any case, by default of Am stantially to the pressures which
the preceding stage.
erican power and purpose, which led to Dutch withdrawal from InIn this were directed to our concerns in donesia in this same period. At the
First Stage (1940-1946).

Who's Playing God?
An intelligent father one day awakens his small son from
slumber and instructs him to put his clothes on. He then takes
the boy's hand and leads him to a quiet stretch of pasture.
The father takes from his pocket a revolver and points it,
cocked, at his son. He tells his son that he is going to kill
him. The child protests and says he doesn't want to be killed.
"How do you know," the father inquires, "when you haven't
tried it yet?" and pulls the trigger.
The father and his attorney do not wish to comment upon the Tightness or wrongness of murder. That issue is quite
irrelevant. What concerns them, in constructing a defense,
is pointing out that the son was certainly in no position to

place a value judgment upon being murdered, having never
before experienced that sensation. After all, it's only a matter
'
of opinion.
Similarly runs the defense for the mandatory church
attendance rule in the March Alumni Bulletin editorial. No
possible religious experience could ever come from manda
tory church attendance, a student said, at the Town Meeting
last November and his words were immediately jotted down
by the author of the editorial. This author goes on to inquire,
'How do you know when you haven t tried it yet?" The editorial insists that it is not taking a stand on the rule, one way
or another, but it wishes to attack students objections which
do not follow sound reasoning." After reading the afore
said editorial, one wonders what "sound reasoning" is, any
way.

If

we are to attack value judgments, it might be wise

to attack the value judgment which emerged first. One need
not look very long. The rule itself is not only a judgment;
it is an operative principle. It has been imposed upon a segment of the student body out of a particular notion of what
a "religious experience" is all about, and this notion seemingly view the church as the cause of "religious experience,"
rather than the effect. Curious.
And so it is not clear why this value judgment is held
above all others. Why must it become an institution imposition? Out of what, or out of whose, eschatological depths
did it arise? Who's playing God around here, anyway? We
ask; we do not know.

long-sighte- d

over-commitme- nt

).

period Indochina appeared hardly northeast Asia, the British, and same time Washington supported
at all in the consciousness of the behind them the Dutch and the the British in their bitter counter- (Continued on Page 6)
American people. However, the French, moved back into their

Spring is the season for flowers and

mance.

Let us

ro-

help bring you the latter

with the former by giving our artistic

corsages.

ten Thurab
264-40- 1
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(Continued from Page 2)

A Plea for the Present

of Ohio must ask is why do the
Ohioans for Jobs and Progress
To the Editor:
I protest violently! For four favor the OBC proposal?
The OBC is Rhodes' scheme to
years I have swallowed the proissue
and
line
fessor's hook (busy work)
some $120 million worth of
("this may sem like pure rote new bonds every year without the
learning but you have to do it to vote of the people. These bonds
would be due in about 40 years
")
prepare you for
I now find I've forgotten all that and in the meantime we would be
scholarly gibberish I once memor- paying high rates of interest. In
ized. What remains is a residue of fact, for each $120 million in
bonds sold, the state would pay
hope inspired by occasional
t-centered
learning. Involve- back $224 million. That's the origment in the educational process has inal $10 million plus $104 million
excited me, and required me to in interest. All this money would
relate, order, and digest experi- be paid back by the taxpayers of
ence. A few papers I threw my Ohio.
The leadership of Ohioans for
whole heart into remain in my
exJobs and Progress is composed of
mind: one lib studies final, for
ample, in which I dared to deviate bankers and other big moneymen.
In this OBC proposal they see a
from the formal answer.
These moments plus some lively golden opportunity to make a large
alclassroom discussions have been profit. In fact the OBC seems
be
designed with that
the sole content of my academic most to
in
mind.
life. I am repugnated by the
There are several features of the
thought that I spent the remainder
OBC
which make it especially at
searching
of my study time
obtractive to bankers, investors, and
through footnotes, identifying
big
businessmen. First, of course,
tables,
memorizing
scure words,
is
the chance for a profit of $104
and reproducing a professor's
also to double their money
million,
doctrines.
Christian
the bonds are tax
Second,
back.
College, at least a liberal arts
college, is not meant just as pre- exempt, making them one of the
paration. When it draws from the most desirable investments there
is. Finally, the bonds will be paid
past, it must be to edify the presthrough state excises, license fees,
ent. I insist that the content of my
and
taxes (except property and in
education be aimed toward the
student and his present moment, come).
rather than concealed in scholas
In everyday language, the money
future
toward
a
ticism that points
to retire the bonds would come
mostly from Ohio citizens because
I will never face.
they buy the vast majority of
Cathy Crabtree
licenses and pay the most excises,
etc. the bankers and other purchas
ers of the bonds would hardly pay
Blueprint for Bankruptcy
any of the cost of retiring them,
To the Editor:
though they would make all the
That front organization for profit. In other words, the OBC is
Governor Rhodes, the Ohioans for a chance for the wealthy pur
Jobs and Progress, has recently chasers of the bonds to profit at
stepped up its battle for the Ohio our expense.
Rond Commission, also known as
Rhodes is proud that "profit is
"Rhodes' Wonderful World of not a dirty word in Ohio." But
Painless Millions" and "the blue- - isn't it a little strange to come up
mint for bankruptcy." The ques with a program that arranges big
tions that the citizens and voters profits for the governor's friends
in Ohioans for Jobs and Progress i
It's not what you usually call
i
roas. n!-- "
nitKeneves
rami
progress.
Lee Rainey

--

'

The Student Facultv Talent Show will he held in .Severanr.fi
Gym Saturday, April 29, at 8:15 p.m. Dr. Logan of the Speech De
partment win act as Master of Leremonies for the show which draws
talent from students, faculty, and administration. Proceeds will go to
the Abraham Lincoln Scholarship Fund.

' (

'

f

r

studen-

.

Wl Picks Jenks
CommitThe Wooster-in-Indi- a
tee announced this week that senior Peter Jenks has been chosen as
the new Wooster-in-Indi- a
representative. Pete will leave in mid-Julto assume the teaching position at
Ewing Christian College in Allahabad, India.

Students and parents of this year's participants in the Wooster
in Vienna program are invited to an Open House at the home of Dr.
and Mrs. William I. Schreiber, 1471 Cleveland Rd., on the afternoon
of Color Day, May 6, from 3 to 6 p.m.

Sunday at 10 p.m. WCW will broadcast a musical program
over the facilities of radio station WMNI-A920 kc. The program
is one of a series of college broadcasts sponsored by the Columbus
M,

station.

y

The Institute of International Education announces that its
competition for 1968-6United States Government graduate grants
for academic study of research abroad, and for professional training
in the creative and performing arts, will open officially on May 1.
Because the program is solely
Candidates who wish to apply for an award must be U.S. citizens
student supported, the committee at the time of application, have a bachelor's degree or its equivalent
is holding their annual fund drive by the beginning date of the grant and, in most cases, be proficient
this week to raise the $2,000 neces- in the language of the host country.
sary to send Pete to India. RepreFor further information contact the Voice office.
sentatives from the committee are
handing out pledge cards in all
Five scholarships of $1,000 each are available to qualified
the dorms. Contributions may be students applying to the Institute for American Universities for
an acareturned to them or sent to the demic year at
in Southern France. In addition, an
committee through the campus $800 French Government Scholarship, reserved for French majors,
mail Box No. 106.
and 25 tuition awards, are awarded each year.
The $1,000 scholarships are divided among majors in French,
Tom Ewell, the past representative, after having completed a suc Literature, Fine Arts, History, Social Sciences and Mediterranean Area
cessful two years at Ewing, has Studies. Information about the Institute, for American Universities is
returned to the campus to relate available in college libraries, foreign study offices, or French Departhis experiences to all interested ments.
9

Aix-en-Provenc-

students.

Bon-Paste-

13

--

"Closest to the Campus"

read
At last count, we had more than 3,8C0 newspaper editors on our list of subscribers to The
Christian Science Monitor. Editors from all
over the world.
There is a good reason why these "pros" read
the Monitor: the Monitor is the world's only
daily international newspaper. Unlike local
papers, the Monitor focuses exclusively on
the important news.
world news
The Monitor selects the news it considers
most significant and reports it, interprets it,
analyzes it in depth. It takes you further into
the news than any local paper can.
If this is the kind of paper you would like to.
be reading, we will send it to you right away at
half the regular price of $24.00 a year.
Clip the coupon. Find out why newspaperand why
men themselves read the Monitor
they invariably name it as one of the five best
papers in the world.

Distinctive
Dining
Open Daily 10:30 a.m.
to 8:30 p.m.
Sundays 1 1 :30 a.m.
to 8:30 p.m.

priced from

TRY OUR TENDER

$120.00

D

BEAUTIFUL DIAMONDS

CHICKEN!

Fish Fry Every

PRICED RIGHT

5 to 7 p.m.

Ph.

262-78- 06

Friday Evening
All You Can Eat

for Reservations

Helen Jeffrey, Owner

&

Operator

I

with confidence and "peace of
guarantee.
mind" with our money-bac- k
Buy

fritcM

DIAMOND MERCHANTS

Name
I
I

Street.

I

City.

I

HUGHES

&

WALCOTT CO., DETROIT, MICHIGAN

jttt&f

in.'

v

The Christian Science Monitor
1 Norway Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02115
Please enter a Monitor subscription for the name below.
(U. S. funds) for the period
I am enclosing
6 months $6
9 months $9
checked.
1 year $12

Jewelers

145 East Liberty Street
Opposite Newberry's

;the christian sdence monitor
.'

12 MONTHS TO PAY

STARK'S
Restaurant
Off Liberty St. (Rear)
145Va E. Liberty St.

ce

Half price to
college students and
faculty:
the newspaper that
newspaper people

FOR DRUGS

See Us for Overseas Delivery

to: Banquets,
Private Parties, Family Meals

ur

Aix-en-Proven-

(Telephone 27.72.39)

INC.

Catering

e,

Applications should be made by air mail directly to:
The Director,
Institute for American Universities
2 bis, rue du

4600 Cleveland Road
Woosttr, Ohio

PRESSURE-COOKE-

Kioles

Recipient of this vear's coveted Mariorie Colder Award i senior
Marty Eagleton.
The award, established in 1961. is eriven each vear in memory of
Miss Golder, who served simultaneouslv 14 vears as Dean of Women.
Association Professor of English and Head Resident at Babcock. Presented to the most outstanding girl, the award signifies extraordinary
achievement over four years in the areas of service, leadership and
scholarship.
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College student
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Netmen Bag Hiram;

Ssofs mm Triple Wiii,
Alive
Keep OC Tiil

Racket tes Roll Kent

id

Note: Wooster beat Heidelberg,

5--

by Phil Graham
Note: Wittenberg's Tigers beat
the Scots,
in an Ohio Con
ference contest Tues., April 25..

on Tuesday, April 25.

2,

7-- 2,

this week, the Wooster Scots
Hitting
have risen above the .500 mark for the first time this year.
at Akron, then
Coach Jeppson and crew zapped the Zips
and 4-came home to take, a couple from Kenyon, 4-three-for-thre-

e

The Scot racketmen were in

3-- 2

2

overall, Woo now boasts
record in O.C. play.
a
Pitcher Bo Courson was the story
in Wednesday's win over Akron
University, allowing only six hits,
while fanning another half dozen.
It was the first win of the season
for the Scot hurler.
It was an unproductive day for
the visitors, speaking purely in
percentages. Thirteen base runners
died before having a chance to
score, compared to only five for
Akron. But nevertheless, more
turtle-neckeuniforms tallied than
who
can really comdid Zips, so
plain of unproductivity?
Six-fiv-

e

4-- 1

d

Scots Draw First Blood
Wooster drew first blood in the
second frame. Mike Weber started
the threat with a double, and advanced to third on an infield out.
Frank McQure drilled a sizzler

that the shortstop fumbled, allowing Weber home with the run.
That was all for a couple of
stanzas, but in the fifth, Woo was
at it again. Dave Hopkins singled,
and moved to second on Ric Martinez' sacrifice. Pitcher Courson
then picked up an RBI with a line

that stung cold hands.
Brian Miller allowed six hits
in the first game, struck out eight,
and upped his record to
Kenyon ripped out a quick 2-lead, and held it going into the
Scot fourth. With two down, Ric
Martinez beat out an infield single,
his first hit of what turned out
e
to be a perfect
game
performance. Martinez, who now
leads Woo with a .316 average,
moved to second when a walk was
issued to Weber. Tim Jordan then
sent Martinez home with a sharp
2--

1.

base.

Wooster' s Own Icebox
Excellent pitching again spelled
Scot success when the Kenyon
doubleheader was moved from a
soggy field downstate to Wooster's
own
Despite the November
weather, both teams were admirably free of errors, although solid
hits were hard to come by off bats
x.

3--

Attention!
London

Have you or your family
booked space yet on
Wooster's group?
June 14 - August 28

1,

6--

2,

3--

6,

1

t.

5--

6--

7,

2.

THIS WEEK

Golf at Denison

1

Thurs., May 4 Golf vs. Heidelberg, Oberlin (1:00 p.m.)
Fri., May 5 Baseball at Mus
kingum
At Denison on April 18, howMeet our new "Fighting Scot."
ever, it was a different story as Jay
This insignia will be used by the Scot athletic teams starting Boyd and Larry Lindberg accounted for the only set of the afternoon
next fall and now all we need is a name for the gentleman.
for the Black and Gold in their
And, we're asking the students to help.
doubles match. Denison, probably
Scotsman
for
the
find
A contest will be held to
a new name
the strongest team in die conferand to the winner goes a dinner for two at the Wooster Inn.
ence, could do no wrong as they
The contest is open to faculty, students, and all personnel swept all except the aforementioned
doubles match in Straight sets to
of the College.
win handily, 9-mail to NAME THE
Entries should be sent via inter-campThe Scots are
in OAC comSCOT, OFFICE OF PUBLIC RELATIONS.
petition this year after their
The deadline for submitting a name will be May 3 and the
loss to Wittenberg on April
Day.
Color
on
announced
will
25.
The netters face Mt. Union,
be
winner
a team they beat 1 last year,
here tomorrow at 2:30.
0.

us

2-- 3

All Woo's runs were unearned,
he Scots only having hit one in
field single in the contest. Walks,
a couple of wild pitches and, from
Kenyon's point-of-viean unfortunate interference call in an at
tempted
between third
and home led to three of the four
runs on the Wooster scoresheet.
The other crossed the plate on a
squeeze bunt by Tom Boardman.
Once again, heads-u- p
ball and
run-dow- n

alert, fearless
the day for the

weak-hittin-

7-- 2

8--

Golfers

Out-H- it

Yeomen, 0WU

by George Van Buren
In the brief span of last and bring their Conference record
afternoon, April 22, to an even .500 mark. They did it

Saturday

with victories over Ohio Wesleyan

saved the Scot golfers were able to and Oberlin in a triangular match
Scots. reverse their previous bad luck here on the Boles Memorial Course.

play-calle- d
g

VOOSTER THEATRE

Wooster's first golf victories of the
regular season were impressive as
the Scots soundly trounced Ohio
Wesleyan and Oberlin 17-- 9 and
lSl-7respectively.
1,

Attack Spearheaded

346

Bowman St.

A Carlo Ponti Production

"BEST

FILM

OF
E.

1966!
Notional
Society
of film Critic

AM
(I

Antonioni's
Vanessa Redgrave
David Hemmingj

Sarah Miles

COLOR
IXeOMMlHDtD

F0

MMUH

Starting May 24th for Two Weeks

5

AU0UWCC1I

A Prtmitr Productions Co.. Inc. Rittos

Wooster, Ohio

264-650-

4,

9,

Wooster Whomps JV's
The "Rackettes" continued in
their winning ways as they racked-uanother victory over the junior
varsity women of Kent State, last
Saturday. Wooster whomped the
JV's so bad that the KSU varsity
is going to visit Woo to have a go
at our girls on May 3.
Sue Hellegers and Nancy Reid,
playing singles, were each victori6-ous, winning
and
6--

6-- 1,

3,

"DOCTOR ZHIVAGO"

6--

4,

2,

Hannah Kraai and Jane Patrick
continued their prosperous partner
6-ship winning
while Mere
dith Menk and Peggy Braithwaite,
the other doubles team, romped
over the opposition 6-The cloistered clubbers face
Oberlin tomorrow and Baldwin-Wallac- e
Monday, both home
6--

1,

4,

Hugh Angert and Phil Graham
spearheaded the Wooster attack
with wins over both their opponents. Angert completed his round
with a 91 which was still low
enough to allow him to outpoint
his opponents,
Graham, matches.
playing in the number three position, shot an 88 which enabled him
to grab 62 points to his opponents' total of y2- The entire team got their playing and winning coordinated as
UNIQUE COOKERY
Buzz Ellis, Bill Patterson, Tom
Beeching, and John Kattman also
132S.BiKk.yeSt.
contributed to the victory with a
WOOSTER,
OHIO
win over one of each of their
two opponents.
Continuous Service from
Tomorrow, Scot golfers travel to
7i30 a.m. til 10 p.m. (except
New Concord to face Muskingum
in a dual match.
For Rtvatloni Phono

lyfo

p

respectively.

1,

FLAIR TRAVEL

6--

7.

Invitational
Tues., May 2 Baseball vs. Ashland (3 p.m.)
Wed., May 3 Track vs. Hiram,
Heidelberg (3:30 p.m.)
Tennis vs. O. Wesleyan (2:30)

NOW THRU TUESDAY

Is Going!

0,

6,

0,

SPORTS

$300.00

Space

3--

The doubles teams of Rich Poling and Steve Donaldson and the
freshman duo of Boyd and Lindberg accounted for the other two
Wooster match points.

Phone 263 -2806

Don't Delay!

6,

4,

2,

2.

Miller.
Alex Hyzer evened his record
in the second, a game
at
called after six innings because of
the cold and unrelenting wind.
Only one Lord runner got as far
as third base, as Hyzer recorded
his second collegiate shut-ou1--

6--

0,

Mon., May

Lord pitcher Loventon issued his
third charity base of the stanza,
this one to pitcher Miller, who
stepped to the sidelines to watch
John Saunders run for him. Jim
Donnelly plugged a single that
scored Hopkins and put Saunders
on third. Martinez' second hit
scored the, runner, and it was
In the sixth, Roseberry and Hop- kins accounted for Wooster s
burth run. Catcher Donnelly threw
out three of four attempted base
heives to keep the pressure off

5--

6--

6--

Charitable Loventon

w,

-

6--

In the fifth, the Scotties did it
again. Frank McQure walked, then
immediately stole second. McClure
now has 11 stolen bases in as
many games, high for the alert
Scots. As a team, Woo has filched
a total of 44 bags, as compared
With nine allowed to opposition.
Dan Roseberry is second with nine.
With Dave Hopkins drawing a
walk, the pair attempted a double
steal, but the umpire ruled that
McClure was out at third. Many
Woo followers did not agree.

er

2.

6,

single.

1,

N. Y.

7--

three-for-thre-

Akron scored in the sixth, and
going
the scoreboard read 2-into the ninth inning. Martinez
walked to start things moving, then
stole second. Courson then won his
own game, driving a,
up the middle to send the third,
and decisive run across the plate.
A fine running catch by Weber
ended the game, with one Zip run
in and a man perched on second

ice-bo-

Hiram squad easily, losing only
two matches to win decisively,
Rich Poling was subdued in
the first singles match 2-and Terry Nance and Dan Rother-me- l
accounted for the other black
mark, losing 4-Steve Donaldson blanked his opponent
not losing a set,
while Larry Lindberg and Dan
Rothermel had little trouble in defeating their opponents
6-and
respectively.
Jay Boyd and George Seidel had
to work harder for their victories,
each going the distance in three-se- t
matches. Boyd had a long, hard
fight, before finally emerging vic11-torious 6-while Seidel
overcame Jay Wilden of Hiram

0

single.

one-bagg-

Hiram last Saturday, April 22,
for their fourth match of the
season. They handled the weak

0.

6--

1.

263-478- 6
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Trackmen Score 4
UmMm

The Scot Light

n

WP'

gets in an empty subway.

i

ipiiit

At Conference Meet

Ai

by Bob Landman
'

.

llpi

II

Now that a new gym is on its way up, it's time for all of the
College's amateur and professional speculators to start figuring out what
to do with Severance in the near future. No doubt every space-hungr- y
department has got its eye on some part or all of the old building's
facilities. And glorified visions of offaces, classrooms,
1
or even sugar plums are prancing through their

devious department heads.
Why not throw a few cheap partitions into
the cage? Presto you'd have another music
practice house. Of course, the acoustics might
not be too good, not quite the walk-i- n closet
effect the present building gets. It'd probably
be closer to the sound a Salvation Army band

-.-

-

111

ftp

jsmh

'i'

liiiF

by Josh Stroup

'

1

h

:$

wilt1

Ohio Wesleyan University
was the site of the Ohio Con
ference Track Relays last Sa
turday. With 14 teams par

itilllll

?

WkV

ticipating, Ml Union amassed 69
points and took team honors.
Wooster, plagued by lack of depth,
placed in only two events and
barely escaped the cellar in final
meet standings. The Scots' total of
four points earned them 12th
place, just ahead of Denison with
one point and Heidelberg, which
was shut out.

n

iiiiiiii m.

i

i
IpSilWllllfci
piiiiiiiSMiiip

a wJ

Why not throw in a few, more expensive partitions to make some psychology experiment rooms,
Josh
or faculty offices, or even classrooms? Why not
spend the thousands of dollars it would take to do a respectable job
of remodeling Severance into anything but a physical education plant?
If the College wants to attempt raising more money in the midst of
its already ambitious and very expensive building campaign, it
could certainly put Severance to some valuable,
"
use.

A

-

I

Three of Wooster's tallies were
the result of a third place finish
in the pole vault. Chuck Noth
cleared 12' 6", Bob Bruce 12', and
Jim Jardme 10 6 for a total of
35'. The Scots' other point came

...
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Bill DeMott, Tad Messenger and Gil Cargill took fourth
with a time of 19:27.2.

But why not keep the gym as it is

The main floor could still be used for Section formal dances, CCA
e
entertainment could
auctions, and SGA informal dances.
still be presented (heaven help the entertainers) until the theater
wing of the new speech center is completed. Continuing to use Sever
ance for functions like these would save hard wear on the new gym's
floor and keep it reserved solely for intercollegiate basketball. And
the new Union has nothing in its blueprints for open floor space as
large as the Severance main gym.
Turning Severance into an intramural center would require
nothing more than waiting until the new gym is completed.
Wooster could develop one of the finest intramural programs in
use
the state and it could continue to make good "non-athletiof the gym as well. On top of that, the College would have a
lot of trouble and even more money by not trying to make Severance something it isn't now.

FORMER BASKETBALL PRO

Bob Davies (left) stands with Scot

Coach Al Van Wie at Wooster's Fifth Annual Basketball Clinic
held here last Saturday. Davies, now on the special promotion staff for Converse Rubber Co., played for 10 years with
the Rochester Royals and spoke on "Beating the Press" at this
year's clinic. That's Mose Hole getting into the action in the

Last Wednesday the cindermen
ran against Otterbein and Kenyon
at Gambier and tomorrow they will
participate in the Great Lakes
Championships at Crawfordsville,
Indiana.

background.

Scots Tie Kenyon Stickmen
e
Rally
Despite
Late-Gam-

Big-nam-

c"

Note: The Lacrosse Club made
by beating Ohio
its record
2-0-

-1

Wesleyan's JV's, 10-on Wednesday, April 26. The Scots meet
6,

Bowling Green tomorrow at 2 on
Severance practice field.

by Jim Hanna
Kenyon's

On
field last Friday, April 21, the
Scot stickmen squared off
rain-soake- d

against a determined Lord

second-

team and battled to a
overtime stalemate. Down
coaches and a former professional player high- at the half, Wooster's snakebeaters
Three
lighted Wooster's Fifth Annual Basketball Clinic held here all day out-diKenyon 4-- 2 in the third
directed
and
last Saturday. Sponsored by the Alumni "W" Association
and fourth quarters to push the
by Scot Coach Al VanWie, the Clinic drew a large crowd of coache? contest into overtime where each
and athletic directors from a number of area high schools.
team collected two goals to freeze
-string
9-- 9

5-- 3

top-notc- h

d

Hank Kuzma, head basketball coach at Midland, Pa.'s Lin- the score.
The first quarter saw little ex
coln High School since 1960, started off the program with some

remarks on the "Zone Offense". Kuzma knew what he was talking about, having coached the College of Steubenville's teams
and showing a career
to 47 straight home wins from 1954-5- 8
He was named Small College Coach
coaching record of 107-3his
team was the No. 1 Small College
of the Year in 1958 and
team that same year.
5.

Early in the fourth quarter,
Dave Johnson ran the ball down-fiel- d
and tossed it to Middaugh
who hurled it past Kenyon's
goalie. Both defenses dominated
the remainder of the quarter and
the game went into two five min
ute overtime periods.
Ted Caldwell opened the first
overtime period by throwing in
what Wooster hoped would be the
deciding goal. Kenyon, however,
recovered and went ahead in the
second period on successful shots
by Jeff Kelly and Tom Swiss.
Kenyon then tightened up to
hold the Scots, but as the time
thinned out defenseman Don Croc
ker scooped up a loose ball, gal
loped downfield and fired it in
with a head-oshot to even the
score before the final gun.
n

GERMAN SCHOLARSHIPS
Miss Nancy Lukens,

man major, received an NDEA
Fellowship, $4,250 for four
years, to University of Chicago. Additional
winners
were Thomas Diehl, German
major, University Fellowship,
$4,250 to Rices Institute,
Houston, Texas;
Katherine O'Neil, junior
German major, all expense
Summer study in Germany
June 5 to Aug. 31 from the
Council of International Programs for Youth Leaders and
Social Workers, Inc., Cleveland, Ohio;
Larry Hanawalt, English
major, German Government
Scholarship for one full year's
study in Gottingen;
Thomas Jenei, music major, German Government
Scholarship for one year's
study in Munich.

citement. It wasn't until the game

minutes later Scot Magrane

un-

Prompt, Accurate Prescription Service

FOR ALL YOUR

1966-67- .

Geoff DeWolf later knotted the
The professional veteran of the day was Bob Davies who score for Wooster when he came
played for the Rochester Royals in the NBA for 10 years. Now back with an unassisted goal. Halfon the special promotion staff for Converse Rubber Company, way through the second quarter,
Davies is taking it relatively easy after scoring more than 1,000 John Middaugh fed Ted Caldwell
points in three different seasons and being named to seven NBA who put the Scots in front
What followed was a coaches
All-StTeams. Davies spoke on "Beating the Press."
dream. Robbie Poole of Kenyon
John B. McLendon of Cleveland State ended the day's program. took the reins and buried three
McLendon has won high school, college and professional (Cleveland shots in a row, the last one coming
Pipers of American Basketball League) championships with his teams, 50 seconds before the end of the
and after 25 years in college coaching, he has an enviable 495-12- 4
half.
won-los- s
record. Let's hope the coach's talk on "The Fast Break" didn't
Wooster picked up three of the
local
five
ears.
fall deafly on
goals belonging to the third
quarter. Their first came right
away when lanky Ted Caldwell
slapped down a clearing pass by
Kenyon's goalie to spill the ball
FOR COLOR DAY AND SPRING FORMALS
into the net. Six minutes later John
remember us for the corsage to
Middaugh, aided by Steve Lynch,
made it a new game at
but
fit the girl and the occasion.
the Scots soon found themselves
climbing uphill again when Kenyon was allowed a pair of quick
goals by Jay Trevorrow and Jeff
Kelly. A DeWolf to Caldwell comConveniently Located on South Side of Square
bination later closed the third per
264-52263-377- 1,
iod at
263-288- 6,
3--

DRUG STORE

2.

NEEDS

ar

COSMETICS

VITAMINS

GREETING CARDS

5-- 5

dooste?

(Floral
34

Ger-

was almost 12 minutes old that
Kenyon's Chip Lowry put in the
first goal of the afternoon. Two

locked the score board for Wooster
when he found himself open after
Ashland College's Bill Musselman outlined his barely believeable netting a pass from John Mid- "Ashland Defense" later that morning. Musselman played on five daugh.
Ohio Conference championship teams in three sports at Wittenberg
With half a minute gone in the
and after graduation went to Ashland, where he coached this year's second quarter Tom Swiss nudged
team to a 21-- 3 overall record (best in the state). That team's 42.7 Kenyon ahead by slicing the ball
point defensive average topped the NAIA and NCAA record books past Scot goalie Jeff Kellogg, but

for

relay when Wayne

Hostetler,

"non-athletic-

and use it as the center
for an expanded Intramural athletic program? This plan, which
I can't claim as my own, would be easy and inexpensive to accomplish. The only cost would be what is already put into the
building's maintenance. The director of intramurals could have
an office right there and have all the storage space he'd need
for equipment. Intramurals could include swimming and wrestling in addition to the present sports and, with no varsity prac
tices and physical education class schedules to conflict with, basketball and volleyball games would not have to be played far
into the night. Not only that, the women could have more room
and free scheduling time to devote to their, rapidly expanding
intercollegiate and intramural athletic programs.

four-mil- e

7--

6.

583

EAST LIBERTY

(Opposite Pennsylvania Depot)
Open 8:30 a.m. to 12:00 Midnight
Seven Days a Week
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Beauty and the Beast
.

.

.

Dick Vodra has been selected for the internship in Washington
this summer in the office of Congressman John Ashbrook. Using Washington as his base, Vodra will continue work on the Republican Mock
Convention to be held on the Wooster campus next spring. At this
stage, invitations to speakers are going out and preliminary plans with
the school administration are taking place.

... .

llllllilll

MORE ON

ifc

r

Vietnam
(Continued from Pago 2)

insurgency action against Communist guerrillas in Malaya. Under these circumstances, the United
States put the most optimistic interpretation on and openly encouraged the moves by France to
concede the status of
states within the French Union
to Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia.
The United States accorded diplomatic recognition to the regime
of Bao Dai in February 1950,
viewing the establishment of the
State of Vietnam under his nominal rule as a step toward the end
of French colonial domination of
Indochina.
In this period the United States
prohibited the direct employment
of its military aid to France in
Indochina.
self-governi-

The Congressional Club, operating at less than full force this
semester, considered legislation this past Sunday on liberalizing means
of voting in national elections and obtaining absentee ballots, and
on a national policy on abortions. The club, which dates back to
War I on this campus, meets monthly in the Lean Lecture
Room to consider resolutions and bills of national and state-wid- e
pre-Worl-

d

importance.
Modeled after the US House of Representatives, individual members represent a state and usually align with one of the parties. The
two parties for the current session are the Labor and the Constructive-democratMembership is by invitation, however, any interested students may submit their names for consideration to the Congressional
The Institute of Politics, Campus Mail.
Club,
s.

co

delegation from the Young Democrats attended the
National Collegiate Resolutions and Goals Conference in Cincinnati
earlier this month. The delegation, composed of Tom Miller, Lee
Rainey, and Bill Spratley submitted resolutions in the attempt to incorporate individual college YD clubs into the national YD structure.
Details on this split and the conference are in the spring edition
of the Young Democrat Newsletter. This publication can be obtained
at tie cashier's desk of the bookstore, or through campus mail, Box 476.
The cost is a nickel either way.
A

three-ma-

n

The women of Babcock, Compton and Wagner will be relieved
to know that the
occurring behind their
land-ravishme-

nt

dorms is all a part of a master plan. By transporting earth

from the construction site of. the forthcoming student union
to the land bordered by the dorms, Gasche Street and the
football field, the College saves between $40,000-$50,0Owhich would be the amount necessary to transport the earth
off College grounds. College officials, most notably Tom
W. Beck, Director of Buildings and Grounds, have apprved
the excavation and filling of the land outside the dorms for
the purpose of developing three levelled-of- f
athletic fields.
Further details will be available in next week's VOICE.
O,

(Continued from Page 1)

Let's sing a song of glory to
Themistocles O'Shea,
Who

ate a dozen oysters

of these, "African Musicians," provides a
glimpse of authentic African music. The other,
Bakuba," shows African art.
The African students, and other
students and faculty members, who
are conversant with the African
continent, will serve as resource
persons.
14-minu-

te

Members of the Concert
Choir and the Wooster Chorus
will combine to perform Dr.
Richard T. Gore's "Psalm
119" at 8:15 this evening in
the Chapel.
Music Department, composed
the oratorio in Germany in
1964-6- 5.
Written in five major
parts, it is a song of praise
to the justice and loving kindness of the Lord.
Soloists will include Wooster voice majors Patricia Richards, soprano; David Gordon,
tenor; and Joe Cook, baritone.
Pamela Gore, daughter of the

composer and a senior at
Swarthmore, will sing alto.

on the

Second day of May.

Tom Jenei, a senior organ
major from Strasburg, Ohio,
will accompany.

COMPLETE LINE OF

STODDARD

COMPOSITION

Dr. Gore, Chairman of the

African Films
the countries from which these
foreign students come.
In view of this latter request,
and in awareness of the need for
a greater understanding between
American and foreign students, the
International Students' Committee
is bringing to Wooster the two
films on African culture. The first

CORE

ng

According to Dr. Gore, the

FORMAL WEAR

KING

performance is to be an experimental
"It
will be a trial performance to
see if the piece is viable. If
it is, a real presentation with
orchestra will be arranged
next year."
run-throug-

FOR

All Your Formal Events
FOR RENT OR FOR SALE

h.

the Cost of Dressing Well

Lower

ON THE SQUARE IN WOOSTER

Fiorello H. LaGuardia said

that

"ticker tape ain't

spaghetti," but what

BRENNER BROS

SHACK serves on

THE

Saturday

evenings from 4 p.m. to 8

Lower the Cost of Dressing Well
on the Square in Wooster

p.m.

"ain't ticker tape."

WHITE ONLY

What could be

There Really
Another

more effective

llf

with a tan?
Sizes 5 to 13

BOOK STORE

$15.00
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Fashions of Distinction
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send-off- !

disappearing act
your suitcase; be
I
II
an overnight
wash 'n wear sensation. fA
Anything! just so
they can travel.
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Our

They'll do a

"MOROCCAN
GRILLWORK"

Is
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Wooster!
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Wide

variety

of newspapers,
magazines, cards; oho Cliffs
notes and

Bar-Note- s.

To

say

nothing of thousands of
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Freedlander's

1

Young Moderns Shop

J

m mi
151 West Liberty Street

(West of Freedlander's)

